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When John Smoltz speaks about kids and pitching, we all should listen. 

That means you and me as parents, as youth baseball coaches, as adults 

who spend time with children who share our passion for this great game. 

 

When Smoltz takes time out of his Hall of Fame induction speech as he 

did Sunday to address "an epidemic ... affecting our game," we all should 

listen closely. 

 

Because he's more than the third member of the greatest pitching rotation 

of my lifetime to reach the Hall of Fame following Atlanta Braves 

teammates Greg Maddux and Tom Glavine. Smoltz is the first pitcher to 

reach the Hall of Fame after having Tommy John surgery on his throwing 

elbow. 

 

Baseball's epidemic is the increase in those surgeries among both 

professional and youth pitchers. 

 

 



When Smoltz says "baseball's not a year-round sport" - and the Hall of 

Fame audience at Cooperstown responds with loud applause - that should 

make every one of us sit up and take notice. It's more than OK to put 

down the baseball at times during the year and pick up a basketball or a 

football or a skateboard. It's better for your son's baseball future. 

 

Smoltz himself played baseball and basketball as a kid. Glavine played 

plenty of hockey growing up. 

 

When Smoltz warns you that "every throw a kid makes today is a 

competitive pitch," when he sees that kids "don't go outside" and "don't 

have fun," he's talking about the difference between baseball as a game 

and baseball as an industry. 

 

"Don't let the institutions that are out there running before you 

guaranteeing scholarship dollars and signing bonuses (tell you) that this is 

the way," Smoltz said. "We have such great, dynamic arms in our game 

that it's a shame that we're having one and two and three(-time) Tommy 

John recipients. 

 

"I want to encourage you, if nothing else, know that your children's 

passion and desire to play baseball is something that they can do without 

a competitive pitch. Every throw a kid makes today is a competitive pitch. 

They don't go outside; they don't have fun; they don't throw enough. But 

they're competing and maxing out too hard, too early, and that's why 

we're having these problems. So please, take care of those great future 

arms." 

 

That's a Hall of Fame message from a Hall of Fame pitcher. 



(Here are Smoltz's remarks on the subject at Cooperstown in their 

entirety:) 

Before I hand it over to the next inductee, I'd be remiss if I did not talk 

about Tommy John. I've been given an opportunity as one of the only 

players, the only one right now, to be inducted into the Hall of Fame with 

Tommy John surgery. It's an epidemic. It's something that is affecting our 

game. It's something that I thought would cost me my career, but thanks 

to Dr. James Andrews and all those before him, performing the surgery 

with such precision has caused it to be almost a false read, like a Band-Aid 

you put on your arm. 

 

I want to encourage the families and parents that are out there to 

understand that this is not normal to have a surgery at 14 and 15 years 

old, that you have time, that baseball's not a year-round sport, that you 

have an opportunity to be athletic and play other sports. 

Don't let the institutions that are out there running before you 

guaranteeing scholarship dollars and signing bonuses (tell you) that this is 

the way. We have such great, dynamic arms in our game that it's a shame 

that we're having one and two and three Tommy John recipients. So I 

want to encourage you if nothing else, know that your children's passion 

and desire to play baseball is something that they can do without a 

competitive pitch. Every throw a kid makes today is a competitive pitch. 

They don't go outside; they don't have fun; they don't throw enough. But 

they're competing and maxing out too hard, too early, and that's why 

we're having these problems. So please, take care of those great future 

arms. 
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